Manage your whole portfolio
of thermostats in one place
The SuiteStat and SensorSuite™ energy platform provides the power of cloud based thermostat
management software for multi-site businesses. Reduce energy consumption and improve
visibility into energy usage to ensure consistency across your portfolio from anywhere, anytime.

RESOLVE ISSUES BEFORE
THEY BECOME PROBLEMS

ENHANCED EFFICIENCY
AND REPORTING

Real-time alerts with an intuitive interface
to provide visibility at a glance and
avoid unnecessary maintenance costs.
Adjust HVAC settings across hundreds
of thermostats in a few clicks.

Improve efficiency through online
scheduling across all sites, automate
demand management across different
geographical areas. Stay on-top of energy
management with energy performance
reports for individual sites or the
entire portfolio. Customize alerts and
notifications to your facilities and ensure
things keep running smoothly.

Fancoils
PTACs
HeatPumps
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SuiteStat
DATASHEET

The SuiteStat thermostat and SensorSuite™
energy platform provide the power of cloud
based thermostat management software for
multi-site businesses. Powerful controls
allow you to schedule them to optimize for
saving anywhere, anytime.

THERMOSTAT FEATURES
Compatible with the majority of HVAC systems.

Local temperature display on a
backlit LCD

Fan Mode display and control
(auto, On)

Set point display and control locally
and online

On-screen setup of HVAC Type,
Fan Type, Change over type for HP
systems, F/C mode and sensor
calibration

System mode (Off, Auto, Heat, Cool)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS HVAC SYSTEMS COMPATIBILITY
Central HVAC systems or
separate heating/cooling
systems with separate RH/RC
transformers (split)

Heat Pump Change over valve
(reversing valve): Selectable for
change over with heat or change
over with cool (O or B output)

Standard gas/electric HVAC
Systems: 3-stage heating,
2-stage cooling

Compressor short cycle
protection delay of 6 minutes
(adjustable)

Fan system: Selectable for gas
or electric heat systems

Automatic heating and cooling
changeover

Fan Cycler feature
Emergency Heat: In Heat pump
mode, Emergency Heat mode is
selectable from the thermostat

WIRING REQUIREMENTS

POWER REQUIREMENTS

DIMENSIONS

18 AWG

24VAC Note: Requires both R &
C wires from the HVAC System

5” x 3” x 3/4”

Uses standard thermostat
connections (C,R, W1, W2, Y1, Y2, G)
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